Abstract. A Margulis spacetime is a complete flat Lorentzian 3-manifold M with free fundamental group. Associated to M is a noncompact complete hyperbolic surface Σ homotopy-equivalent to M . The purpose of this paper is to classify Margulis spacetimes when Σ is homeomorphic to a one-holed torus. We show that every such M decomposes into polyhedra bounded by crooked planes, corresponding to an ideal triangulation of Σ. This paper classifies and analyzes the structure of crooked ideal triangles, which play the same role for Margulis spacetimes as ideal triangles play for hyperbolic surfaces. This extends our previous work on affine deformations of three-holed sphere and two-holed cross surfaces.
Introduction
A Margulis spacetime is a complete flat Lorentzian 3-manifold M with free fundamental group. Associated to M is a complete noncompact hyperbolic surface Σ homotopy equivalent to M . The purpose of this paper is to classify Margulis spacetimes whose associated hyperbolic surface Σ is homeomorphic to a one-holed torus Σ 1,1 . This is part of a larger program of classifying Margulis spacetime whose fundamental group is isomorphic to the rank two free group F 2 .
The significance of Σ 1,1 among surfaces with fundamental group F 2 is that Σ 1,1 is an "topological avatar" of F 2 in the following sense: Every automorphism F 2 −→ F 2 arises from a homeomorphism Σ −→ Σ and two homeomorphisms of Σ are isotopic if and only if the corresponding automorphisms of F 2 are equal. Thus the topological properties of Σ are completely equivalent to the algebraic properties of F 2 . A purely topological reformulation is that every homotopy-equivalence Σ 1,1 −→ Σ 1,1 is homotopic to a homeomorphism.
This special signifance derives from J. Nielsen's theorem [31] that every automorphism F 2 −→ F 2 preserves the peripheral structure, namely the subset {P ∈ F 2 | P is conjugate to ABA −1 B −1 or to BAB
where {A, B} is a fixed set freely generating F 2 . In particular, the mapping class group Mod(Σ) is isomorphic to the outer automorphism group Out(F 2 ). (Compare the discussion of Nielsen's paper in [3] , Chapter II.2, pp. 81-83.) This paper builds upon our previous work ( [9, 10] ) which deals with the cases when Σ is homeomorphic to a 3-holed sphere Σ 0,3 or a 2-holed cross-surface (real projective plane) C 0,2 , respectively. Every surface whose fundamental group is isomorphic to F 2 is homeomorphic to either Σ 0,3 , C 0,2 , the one-holed Klein bottle C 1,1 or the one-holed torus Σ 1,1 . However, unlike Σ 0,3 and C 0,2 , the deformation spaces for Σ 1,1 and C 1,1 are considerably more complicated than the cases already considered. In particular, the deformation space is a triangle for Σ 0,3 and a quadrilateral for C 0,2 , respectively. For the one-holed torus Σ 1,1 and the one-holed Klein bottle C 1,1 , the deformation space has infinitely many sides, In general the deformation space is a convex polygon which is not strictly convex.
The complexity of the boundary in this case was apparent in an example in [6] , demonstrating the necessity of infinitely many conditions to characterize which affine deformations are proper. Other examples indicating the differences in the deformation spaces between homotopyequivalent but nonhomeomorphic surfaces are given in [5] . Nonproper deformations for which the Margulis invariants α(γ) are either all positive or all negative are constructed in [24, 15] answering negatively a question raised in [25, 21] .
In this paper we restrict to the the one-holed torus Σ 1,1 , deferring the discussion of the deformation space for the one-holed Klein bottle C 1,1 to a forthcoming paper.
Just as convex hyperbolic surfaces decompose into ideal triangles, Margulis spacetimes decompose into analogous subsets, called crooked ideal triangles. A key technique is to pass from ideal triangulations of a hyperbolic surface Σ to a decomposition of the Margulis spacetime into crooked ideal triangles. If M 3 is a Margulis spacetime whose linearization Σ has χ(Σ) = −1, then our main technique involves crookedly realizing an ideal triangulation on Σ, and showing that every such Margulis spacetime admits such a crooked ideal triangulation. This program was carried out when Σ ≈ Σ 1,1 in [9] and when Σ ≈ C 1,1 in [10] . The theory of crooked ideal triangles developed here is based on our previous work on disjointness of crooked planes developed in [19] and [2] . The Structure Theorem for crooked ideal triangles (Theorem 8.2.1) implies that every nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle has a canonical decomposition into a minimal crooked ideal triangle (one where the faces share a common vertex) and parallel crooked slabs, namely regions bounded by a pair of parallel crooked planes.
Drumm's early work [16, 17] (see also [11] ) develops a flat Lorentzian analog of Poincaré's fundamental polyhedron theorem: if a crooked polyhedron P in Minkowski 3-space E is equipped with isometric facepairings generating a group Γ, then Γ acts properly on E with fundamental domain P . Using this idea, every noncompact complete hyperbolic surface with finitely generated fundamental group arises from a Margulis spacetime ( [18] ). (The noncompactness of Σ is due to Mess [30] , and reproved by different methods in Goldman-Margulis [25] and Labourie [27] . ) It was natural to conjecture that every Margulis spacetime is geometrically tame, that is, admits a fundamental domain bounded by crooked planes. We finish the proof this conjecture when Σ ≈ Σ 1,1 .
Since the results of this paper were announced, JeffreyDanciger, François Guéritaud and Fanny Kassel proved [15] this conjecture (when Σ is convex cocompact) using the arc complex of Σ. Their approach relates closely to ours; one difference is that we use the pants complex of Σ instead, and we use ideal triangulations rather than decompositions with geodesic segements orthogonal to the boundary.
One consequence of this conjecture is topological tameness: the Margulis spacetime M 3 is homeomorphic to a solid handlebody. When Σ is convex cocompact, then proofs of this general fact have recently been announced in [12, 14] .
The paper is organized as follows. Sections §2, §3 and §4 establish notation, terminology and background prerequisites concerning affine, Lorentzian and hyperbolic geometry. Section §5 gives background on the rank two free group F 2 and its geometric avatar, the one-holed torus Σ 1,1 and introduces the important notion of a superbasis of F 2 . A superbasis is an equivalence class of free bases, which corresponds to a tile in the deformation space. Given a hyperbolic structure on Σ 1,1 , a superbasis corresponds to an ordered triple of simple unoriented closed geodesics, mutually intersecting transversely in a single point. Such a structure determines an ideal triangulation. Superbases thus parametrize ideal triangulations of Σ 1,1 . Section §5 closes with a description of this theory in the well known and elegant theory of Farey arithmetic.
Section §6 contains background on affine deformations of Fuchsian groups, and in particular reviews the Margulis invariant which gives coordinates on the space of affine deformations. Just as a superbasis of F 2 gives affine cooordinates of the SL(2)-character variety of F 2 (discussed in §5.5.1, based on [22] ), a superbasis identifies the vector space H 1 (F 2 , V) of equivalence classes of affine deformations with R 3 . Section §7 develops the structure of crooked ideal triangles, and establishes Theorem 8.2.1. This enables an explicit description of the moduli space of crooked ideal triangles as a 6-dimensional orthant R 6 + . Section §8 applies this theory to compute the tiles of the deformation space which correspond to ideal triangulations of Σ. The final section §9 describes how every affine deformation of Σ corresponds to a tile or an edge and admits a crooked ideal quadrilateral as a fundamental domain.
The complement of a subset X will sometimes be denoted X c . Denote the ring of rational integers by Z and the fields of rational, real and complex numbers by Q, R and C respectively. The multiplicative groups of nonzero (respectively positive) real numbers will be denoted R * (respectively R + ).
Groups and transformations.
If A is an element of a group, denote by A the cyclic subgroup generated by A. If A, B are invertible transformations, denote the commutator by:
and conjugation by:
For any group G, denote its identity element as I, the inverse operation as g −→ g −1 and its multiplication by (a, b) −→ ab. Denote its automorphism group by Aut(G). Denote its normal subgroup of inner automorphisms by Inn(G) and the quotient Aut(G)/Inn(G) by Out(G).
Definition 2.2.1. An automorphism φ ∈ Aut(G) inverts an element g ∈ G if and only if φ(g) = g −1 .
2.3. Projectivization. If V is a vector space over a field k, and v ∈ V is a vector, denote kv the 1-dimensional linear subspace spanned by v.
The projective space P(V ) associated to V is the set of all lines
where v = 0. Defined the projectivization mapping by:
Projectivization is the quotient map for action of R * by homotheties. Since R * = R + × {±1}, projectivization factors as the composition of two quotient maps, one by the group of positive scalings R + and one by {±1}. The sphere of directions S(V ), the set of rays at 0 in V , is the quotient space V \ {0} /R + . The {±1}-quotient map S(V ) −→ P(V ) is a double covering with covering group {±1}. Given a Euclidean structure on V , its unit sphere is a covenient cross-section to the R + -quotient map V \ {0} −→ S(V ). This sphere S(V ) double covers P(V ) with covering group {±1}.
Surfaces and curves.
The notation for surfaces follows [22] . An n-holed orientable surface of genus g is denoted Σ g,n . Such a surface is represented as the complement of n disjoint discs in a connected sum Σ g of g tori (each summand is Σ 1,0 and Σ 0 is a 2-sphere). Similarly, C g,n is represented as the complement of n disjoint discs in a connected sum of g cross-surfaces. (A cross-surface is the name proposed by John H. Conway for a topological space homeomorphic to the real projective plane.)
Let Σ be a surface with boundary ∂Σ. A closed simple curve on Σ is essential if and only if it is not homotopic to a point. A simple closed curve is peripheral if and only if it is homotopic to a curve in ∂Σ. If ∂Σ is connected, then a simple closed curve is nonseparating if and only if it essential and nonperipheral. (This simply means its complement is connected.) By a curve class we shall mean an isotopy class of essential nonperipheral simple closed curves. In particular the curves are not assumed to be oriented, and the isotopies are not required to preserve a (so far unmentioned) basepoint. Denote the set of curve classes by S . Denote the set of isotopy class of oriented essential nonperipheral simple closed curves by S + . If α, β ∈ S , their geometric intersection number i(α, β) is the nonnegative integer which is the minimum cardinality of intersections of representative curves in α, β respectively. If Σ is given a hyperbolic structure, then i(α, β) equals the cardinality of the intersection of the unique closed geodesics representing α and β (unless α = β in which case i(α, β) = 0).
The mapping class group of Σ is defined as the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of Σ:
Note that we do not restrict to orientation-preserving homeomorphisms, and Mod(Σ) is therefore defined even when Σ is nonorientable.
Affine and Lorentzian geometry
This section develops background for affine geometry of Minkowski space, the affine space corresponding to a Lorentzian vector space.
3.1. Affine spaces and vector spaces. An affine space is a set equipped by a simply transitive action of a vector space. We denote the affine space by E and the vector space by V. The elements of E are points, and the elements of V are vectors. Vectors v ∈ E identify with transformations E −→ E, the translations. If p ∈ E is a point and v ∈ V is a vector, then the effect of translation by v on p is the point which we denote p + v. We denote the unique vector effecting the translation taking point p to point q by q − p ∈ V; this is just the vector difference in standard coordinates derived from a basis of V.
In this paper, all vector spaces are vector spaces over the field R of real numbers. Then E is a smooth manifold and the simply transitive action of V on E identifies V with each tangent space T p E for each point
→ E is a smooth curve in affine space, then for each parameter t ∈ [a, b], the velocity vector
is defined. The differential-geometric context is the following: E is a smooth 1-connected manifold with a geodesically complete flat torsionfree affine connection. Conversely, every 1-connected smooth manifold with geodesically complete flat torsionfree affine connection is isomorphic to such an affine space.
When V is equipped with a positive definite inner product, the affine space E is Euclidean space. A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is isometric to a Euclidean space E if and only if M is 1-connected, and the Riemannian metric g is geodesically complete and has zero curvature and torsion.
3.2. Lorentzian isometries. In this paper, V will be a Lorentzian vector space, that is, a 3-dimensional inner product space of signature (2, 1). We denote the inner product of two vectors v, u ∈ V by v · u. (We emphasize this notation is not the usual Euclidean dot product.) When the V is oriented, the associated cross product
(Here Det is the alternating trilinear form on V, uniquely specified by having unit length with respect to the induced inner product on Λ 3 (V) * and compatible with the chosen orientation on V.) The following standard identity will be useful later:
3.3. Minkowski space. Define Minkowski space as an affine space E whose underlying vector space V has the structure of a Lorentzian vector space. Alternatively, E is a geodesically complete 1-connected flat Lorentzian manifold.
The geodesics in E are just Euclidean straight lines, parametrized at constant Euclidean speed:
Depending on whether the (constant) velocity vector v is timelike, null, or spacelike, we say the geodesic is a particle, photon, or tachyon, respectively.
The group of all isometries of Minkowski space E splits as a semidirect product O(2, 1) V where now V denotes the vector space of translations. Its index-two subgroup of orientation-preserving isometries Isom + (E) is the semidirect product SO(2, 1) V, that is, the following sequence of groups
is exact.
Involutions in geodesics.
Suppose that u ∈ V is a vector which is not null. Then
defines an involution of V fixing u having u ⊥ as its (−1)-eigenspace. For timelike u, this involution defines the symmetry of H 2 in the corresponding point in H 2 ; for spacelike u, this involution defines reflection in the corresponding geodesic in H 2 . Let T := p + Rt be a particle parallel to a unit-timelike vector t ∈ V (that is, t · t = −1). The corresponding reflection is:
4. Hyperbolic geometry 4.1. Points and orientation in H 2 . Let V be an oriented Lorentzian vector space. The hyperbolic plane H 2 is defined as the subset of the projective space P(V) consisting of timelike lines (particles), that is, lines spanned by vectors t such that t · t < 0.
The set of all nonzero non-spacelike vectors (that is, vectors v = 0 such that v · v ≤ 0) falls into two components, denoted Future and Past. The choice of a component Future is equivalent to choosing a time-orientation on V and is useful in discussing the Riemannian metric and the orientation of H 2 . Namely, we identify H 2 with
The Lorentzian structure on V induces a Riemannian metric on H 2 of constant curvature −1. Furthermore the orientation on V and the radial vector field on V induce an orientation on H 2 , when H 2 is described as above. However, identifying H 2 with the past vectors t ∈ Past satisfying t · t = −1 gives H 2 the opposite orientation. 
Then P(Future) = H 2 and restriction of the quotient map
Under this identification, a spacelike vector s determines a halfplane:
bounded by the geodesic P(s ⊥ ). The complement of the geodesic P(s ⊥ ) consists of the interiors of the two halfplanes H(s) and H(−s).
The time-orientation on V (together with the orientation on V) induces an orientation on H 2 . In this way an oriented geodesic l ⊂ H 2 determines a halfplane bounded by l.
Ideal polygons.
Define an ideal polygon Π in H 2 as a closed submanifold-with-boundary in H 2 whose boundary is a disjoint union of complete mutually asymptotic geodesics, which we call its sides. The complement of an ideal polygon is a disjoint union of (open) halfplanes, and each side bounds a halfplane. If Π is finite-sided, then the union of Π with the set of endpoints of its sides is compact.
An ideal triangle is an ideal polygon with three sides and an ideal quadrilateral is an ideal polygon with four sides. A pointed ideal polygon is an ideal polygon with a choice of a point on each one of its sides.
Isometries of H
2 . For hyperbolic X, denote by X + , X − respectively its attracting and repelling fixed points. When X is parabolic, then denote by
and X is hyperbolic or parabolic, then
4.5. Discrete subgroups of SO(2, 1). A discrete group Γ 0 of isometries of H 2 acts properly on H 2 . Furthermore a discrete group Γ 0 acts freely if and only if Γ 0 is torsionfree. The quotient Σ = H 2 /Γ 0 is a complete hyperbolic surface with fundamental group isomorphic to Γ 0 . Let x ∈ H 2 . Then the closure of the orbit Γ 0 (x) in H 2 ∪ ∂H 2 is independent of x, and is called the limit set of Γ 0 , and denoted Λ. If Γ 0 is nonelementary, that is, not virtually abelian, then Λ is the unique minimal closed Γ 0 -invariant subset of ∂H 2 . Geodesic rays in H 2 approaching a point of Λ project to nonwandering (or weakly recurrent) geodesic rays on the quotient. The Nielsen convex region of Γ 0 is the convex hull Hull(Λ) of Λ in H 2 . Its quotient, the convex core Core(Σ), is the unique minimal convex subsurface carrying π 1 (Σ): Any geodesically convex subsurface Σ ⊂ Σ such that the inclusion Σ → Σ is a homotopy equivalence must contain Core(Σ). Figure 1 depicts a Nielsen convex region in H 2 , tiled by ideal triangles.
4.6. Affine deformations of Fuchsian groups. Consider a Fuchsian group Γ 0 ⊂ SO(2, 1) which is free of rank two. Denote the embedding onto Γ 0 by:
An affine deformation of Γ 0 is a lift ρ of ρ 0 , namely a homomorphism such that ρ 0 = L • ρ, that is, such that the diagram
commutes, Translational conjugacy classes of affine deformations form the vector space H 1 (F 2 , V), where V is the F 2 -module defined by the representation F 2 → SO(2, 1). Explicitly, ρ = (ρ 0 , u), where F 2 u − → V is the translational part:
is a cocycle taking values in the F 2 -module defined by ρ 0 .
In this paper, we will work in a more geometric context, where Margulis spacetimes are affine deformations of the hyperbolic surface Σ. Equivalently, ρ 0 corresponds to the marked hyperbolic surface Figure 1 . Nielsen convex region for a square 1-punctured torus tesselated by ideal triangles with an isomorphism π 1 (Σ 0 ) ∼ = F 2 . This isomorphism induces an isomorphism
and the cohomology space H 1 (Σ 0 , V) is the space of all affine deformations of the hyperbolic surface Σ 0 .
4.6.1. Scalings. Since the group R * of scalar multiiplications of V centralize the linear part ρ 0 , it acts on the deformation space H 1 (F 2 , V), again by scalar multiplications. To exploit this extra symmetry, we quotient H 1 (F 2 , V) by R * . Thus the proper affine deformation space may be conveniently considered as a subset of the projective space PH 1 (F 2 , V). However, as will be discussed in §4.6.2, the Margulis invariant is the key to understanding proper affine actions, but it depends on a choice of orientation. To maintain orientation, we only quotient by the group R + of positive scalings to obtain the sphere of directions SH 1 (F 2 , V), as in §2.3. Two affine deformations are conjugate by the scaling λ ∈ R + if and only if their linear parts agree and their translational parts differ by λ, and hence determine the same point in SH 1 (F 2 , V).
The Margulis invariant.
Conjugacy classes of an individual (nonelliptic) element in an affine deformation of a group are classified by the Margulis invariant. Suppose X ∈ SO(2, 1) 0 is hyperbolic or parabolic. Define a fixed vector X 0 such that:
• (direction) for any timelike vector u,
0 is chosen at random and fixed.
Since the fixed vector (X −1 ) 0 of X −1 equals −X 0 , the Margulis invariant is invariant under inversion:
The Margulis invariant is preserved under translational conjugacy [8] , and any v as above is translationally conjugate to a unique vector in the direction of X 0 . For hyperbolic X with no fixed points, it is interpreted as the signed Lorentzian length of the unique closed geodesic in E/ A . The following elementary properties are proved in [1, 7, 8, 20, 25, 28, 
29]:
• α(A) = 0 if and only if A fixes a point;
The following Opposite Sign Lemma is less elementary. It was first proved in [28, 29] ; see Abels [1] for further discussion and GoldmanLabourie-Margulis [23] for a different proof.
Lemma 4.6.1 (Margulis). Let A, B ∈ Isom + (E) have non-elliptic linear part and suppose α(A) and α(B) have opposite signs. Then A, B does not act properly on E.
This paper concerns proper actions, and Lemma 4.6.1 implies that translational conjugacy classes of proper affine deformations form two subsets of H 1 (F 2 , V), namely those with positive Margulis invariants, and those with negative Margulis invariants. These two subsets are interchanged by the antipodal automorphism −I, which reverses orientation. For this reason we restrict attention to proper affine deformation with whose Margulis invariants are positive. Since this subset of 
The rank two free group
This purely algebraic section discusses the free group F 2 . Conjugacy classes of primitive elements of F 2 correspond to primitive elements in its abelianization Z 2 . Furthermore, the outer automorphism group Out(F 2 ) of F 2 is naturally isomorphic to the automorphism group Aut(Z 2 ) = GL(2, Z). The geometry of primitive elements is conveniently defined by Farey fractions, which correspond to points in the rational projective line QP 1 . Following Conway [13] , we introduce superbases, which are the vertices of a natural trivalent tree T upon which the automorphism group GL(2, Z) acts.
The natural trichotomy of primitives in F 2 corresponds to a map or projective lines QP 1 −→ P 1 (Z/2) defined by reduction modulo 2. This gives a natural ordering to the set of edges of T incident to a given vertex.
Superbases are used to define affine coordinates on the SL(2)-character variety of F 2 (an old theorem of Vogt) in §5.5.1. Its infinitesimal version describes the vector space of translational conjugacy classes of affine deformations of an irreducible SL(2)-representation of F 2 in terms of the Margulis invariants applied to a superbasis ( §5.5.2).
Finally, in §5.6 the Coxeter extension of F 2 is described in terms of the elliptic involution of F 2 defined in §5.2.2. This is the algebraic manifestation of "hyper-ellipticity" of the one-holed torus and plays a fundamental role in our parametrization fo Margulis spacetimes.
5.1. Bases and primitive elements of F 2 . A basis of F 2 is an ordered pair (A, B) ∈ F 2 × F 2 such that A and B generate F 2 . (Necessarily A and B freely generate F 2 .) Denote the set of bases of F 2 by Basis(F 2 ). A basic triple is an ordered triple
with ABC = I, such that (A, B) ∈ Basis(F 2 ). Clearly bases extend uniquely to basic triples by defining C := B −1 A −1 . Conversely any pair inside a basic triple is a basis.
The automorphism group Aut(F 2 ) acts simply transitively on Basis(
This endomorphism is an automorphism if and only if (A, B) ∈ Basis(F 2 ).
An element A ∈ F 2 is primitive if and only if A extends to a basis. Let Prim(F 2 ) ⊂ F 2 denote the set of primitives in F 2 . If A ∈ Prim(F 2 ), then the set of elements B ∈ F 2 such that (A, B) ∈ Basis(F 2 ) is the double coset A B 0 A where B 0 is an arbitrary element of this set.
5.2.
Automorphisms of F 2 . The group Inn(F 2 ) ∼ = F 2 of inner automorphisms acts on the set Prim(F 2 ). We find a double extension Inn e (F 2 ) of Inn(F 2 ) such that the quotient Prim(F 2 )/Inn e (F 2 ) identifies with the set S of free isotopy classes of unoriented noseparating simple closed curves on Σ.
A − → GL(2, Z) Inner automorphisms abelianize trivially, and indeed Inn(F 2 ) = Ker(A ), and A induces an isomorphism
The center of GL(2, Z) equals the two-element subgroup {±1}, and
is a normal subgroup of Aut(F 2 ) containing Inn(F 2 ) with index two.
Elliptic involutions. If (A, B)
is a basis, then the elliptic involution e A,B associated to (A, B) is the automorphism which inverts A and B (in the sense of Definition 2.2.1):
Although e A,B inverts A and B, it does not invert the third element C of the corresponding basic triple.
Definition. An elliptic involution of F 2 is any automorphism of F 2 which is Aut(F 2 )-conjugate to e A,B .
Lemma 5.2.1. Let φ ∈ Aut(F 2 ) be an automorphism. The following are equivalent:
(1) φ is an elliptic involution. 
5.2.3.
Homomorphism to the modular group. The subgroup Inn e (F 2 ) ⊂ Aut(F 2 ) defined in §5.2.1 is generated by e A,B and Inn(F 2 ). Furthermore
and Inn e (F 2 )/Inn(F 2 ) equals the center of Out(F 2 ) and under the isomorphism
5.3. The Farey tree. The set Prim(F 2 )/Inn e ∼ = QP 1 enjoys a rich combinatorial structure which we encode in a trivalent tree T with a GL(2, Z)-action. In §6 this will be related to topological objects on Σ.
Primitives and QP
1 . The simplest approach involves the abelianization Z 2 of F 2 . The set Prim(Z 2 ) consists of pairs (p, q) ∈ Z 2 such thatz:
• At most one of p, q is zero;
• If both p, q are nonzero, the p and q are coprime;
Such a primitive (p, q) generates a one-dimensional linear subspace of Q 2 , and therefore corresponds to a point in the rational projective line
is the quotient mapping by the action of {±I} on Z 2 by scalar multiplication.
An affine patch in QP 1 consists of those points with homogeneous coordinates q = 0; the corresponding point in inhomogeneous (affine) coordinates is p q ∈ Q. The complement consists of the unique ideal point ∞ corresponding to
2 is primitive, and the corresponding mapping
is surjective. Furthermore it is equivariant with respect to the quotient homomorphism Inn e −→ {±I} with kernel Inn(F 2 ) and defines an isomorphism
This follows from the special property that two primitives with the same abelianization are conjugate.
5.3.2.
Farey neighbors and superbases. Two primitives (p 1 , q 1 ), (p 2 , q 2 ) ∈ Prim(Z 2 ) generate Z 2 if and and only if p 1 q 2 − p 2 q 1 = ±1. In that case they form a basis of Z 2 and we say that the corresponding points
are Farey neighbors. A triple (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ QP 1 3 is a Farey triple if and only if any x i and x j are Farey neighbors for i = j.
This closely relates to the notion of a superbasis, introduced by Conway [13] :
is a superbasis if α + β + γ = 0 and (α, β) is a basis of Z 2 . In that case (β, γ) and (γ, α) are also bases of Z 2 . Given a pair of Farey neighbors x 1 , x 2 as above, there are exactly two extensions to Farey triples (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), given by Farey addition and subtraction:
The complex whose vertices corresponding to Farey triples of QP 1 and edges corresponding to pairs of Farey neighbors, is a tree T: If v is a vertex and e is an edge, then v is an endpoint of e if the pair of primitives correspond to e lies in the triple of primitives corresponding to v.
5.3.3.
Reduction modulo 2 and three types of primitives. Every superbasis admits a canonical ordering, which can easily be described using Farey arithmetic and the canonical homomorphism Z −→ Z/2. The projective line P 1 (Z/2) contains three elements 1 0 , 0 1 , 1 1 corresponding to ∞, 0, 1(mod 2) respectively. Furthermore it is the "algebraic avatar" of 3-element sets: Every permutation of P 1 (Z/2) is a projective transformation. In other words,
For example, the generating 2-cycles for S 3 are represented by matrices
where the first choice of matrices defines a splitting S 3 −→ GL(2, Z). Reduction modulo 2 defines a homomorphism Z 2 −→ (Z/2) 2 , which maps Prim(Z 2 ) to the three nonzero elements of (Z/2) 2 . The resulting map
partitions primitives in F 2 ) into three classes, depending on whether the reduced fraction p/q corresponding to a coprime pair (p, q) ∈ Z 2 respectively satisfies:
If {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } is an unordered Farey triple, then one may apply a permutation in S 3 so that
x 2 ≡ ∞ (mod 2),
We call such an ordered Farey triple canonically ordered.
5.4. Superbases of F 2 . Superbases arise in several closely related contexts dealing with F 2 ; in particular, superbases describe affine coordinate systems on deformation spaces of SL(2)-representations of F 2 . They will also parametrize the affine deformations, and also the tiles in the affine deformation space which correspond to ideal triangulations of a hyperbolic surface Σ ≈ Σ 1,1 . After defining superbases in §5.4.1, we explain their combinatorial structure, which appears in the proper affine deformation space. Specifically, the set of unordered superbases defines the set of vertices of a binary trivalent tree, with edges corresponding to the relation of neighboring superbases.
The previous discussion of superbases in Z 2 motivates the present discussion. Farey triples in QP 1 precisely correspond to superbases in F 2 , our principal object of study.
The key point is the following. 5.4.1. Basic triples and superbases. An automorphism g ∈ Aut(F 2 ) acts on a basic triple (A, B, C) (as defined in §5.1), as follows:
Definition. An ordered superbasis of F 2 an Inn e -orbit of basic triples.
Denote the set of ordered superbases by B(
Proof. The automorphism group Aut(F 2 ) acts simply transitively on the set Basis(F 2 ) of bases of F 2 , which identifies with the set of basic triples. Therefore Out(F 2 ) ∼ = GL(2, Z) acts transitively on
The kernel of this action is the center of GL(2, Z), which is generated by the image −I ∈ GL(2, Z) of (any) elliptic involution. Thus PGL(2, Z) acts effectively, and hence simply transitively, on B(F 2 ).
Ordered and unordered superbases.
Although the natural action of the symmetric group S 3 on F 2 × F 2 × F 2 does not preserve the set of basic triples, S 3 does act on superbases: First, observe that S 3 acts on basic triples as follows. Define a S 3 -action on basic triples in terms of the 2-cycles (12) and (13) generating S 3 :
(A, B, C)
This S 3 -action commutes with the Inn e -action on basic triples and induces a S 3 -action on the set B(F 2 ) of ordered superbases. Define an unordered superbasis as a S 3 -orbit in B(F 2 ) of ordered superbases.
Using the mod 2 reduction, every unordered superbasis admits a canonical ordering. Namely if {x, y, z} is an unordered superbasis, then exactly one of x, y, z reduces mod 2 to [0 : 1] ←→ ∞, exactly one of x, y, z reduces mod 2 to [1 : 0] ←→ 0, and exactly one of x, y, z reduces mod 2 to [1 : 1] ←→ 1. Applying a permutation, we may assume that x ≡ ∞(mod 2), y ≡ 0(mod 2), and z ≡ 1(mod 2). Call such a superbasis canonically ordered. A pair of neighboring (unordered) superbases corresponds to an edge in the tree whose vertices are unordered superbases. Equivalently such an edge corresponds to an Inn e -orbit of bases of F 2 . They also correspond to Inn e -orbits of elliptic involutions. These edges also correspond to the edges in the tiling of proper affine deformation space described later in this paper. 5.5. Superbases and coordinates on moduli spaces. Superbases describe global coordinates on moduli spaces of SL(2)-representations of F 2 and affine deformations. This remarkable fact was apparently first published by Vogt [32] and plays a fundamental role in our calculations.
5.5.1. Affine coordinates on the SL(2)-character variety. The representation variety Hom(F 2 , SL(2, C)) is an affine variety upon which Inn(SL(2, C)) acts by composition. Let X(F 2 , SL(2, C)) denote the SL(2, C)-character variety of F 2 , that is, the categorical quotient of Hom(F 2 , SL(2, C)) by the (conjugation) action of Inn SL(2, C) . That is, every Inn SL(2, C) -invariant regular function on Hom(F 2 , SL(2, C)) arises from a regular function on X(F 2 , SL(2, C)). A superbasis defines an isomorphism: [32] seems to be the first published proof of this result. See [22] for a modern discussion of these results and [3] , p. 41,83 for historical discussion of [32] . )
Denoting the functions tr ρ(A) , tr ρ(B) , tr ρ(C) by tr A , tr B , tr C respectively, the statement above means that every Inn SL(2, C) -invariant regular function on
equals a polynomial f tr A , tr B , tr C where f is a polynomial in 3 variables. Restriction of χ yields trace coordinates on the Fricke spaces of surfaces Σ with π 1 (Σ) ∼ = F 2 .
Restricting the mapping
to the subset of irreducible representations gives the quotient mapping for the action of Inn SL(2, C)) on Hom(F 2 , SL(2, C)). In particular two irreducible representations have the same character if and only if they are SL(2, C)-conjugate. (Compare [22] .) 5.5.2. Margulis invariants as coordinates on affine deformations. If V is the flat SO(2, 1)-vector bundle determined by the holonomy of a hyperbolic structure on Σ as above, then a superbasis defines an isomorphism
where α [u] denotes the Margulis invariant (as described in §4.6.2) of the affine deformation defined by the cohomology class [u] of a cocycle u ∈ Z 1 (F 2 , V). For the proof, see Lemma 6.1 of [9] . This may be regarded as the differentiated version of Vogt's theorem. Since 
The notation F is invariant under both conjugation and inversion. Since the elliptic involution e A,B inverts A and B and conjugates C, its acts trivially on X(F 2 , SL(2, C)). Thus, for any irreducible representation ρ 0 as above. ρ 0 and ρ 0 • e A,B are conjugate by some g ∈ SL(2, C). Since ρ 0 is irreducible, Schur's lemma implies that g is unique. The extension of ρ 0 to ρ e 0 is defined by mapping e A,B to g. Here is another notable consequence. Since all elliptic involutions are conjugate, the action of Out(F 2 ) ∼ = GL(2, Z) on X(F 2 , SL(2, C)) factors through its quotient Out(F 2 )/ [e A,B ] ∼ = PGL(2, Z).
The one-holed torus
This short section is purely topological. Topological properties of the one-holed torus Σ 1,1 correspond exactly to algebraic properties of its fundamental group F 2 . Therefore the algebraic constructions from the §5 have topological interpretations, presented here: Primitives correspond to isotopy classes of oriented nonseparating curves. The mapping class group Mod(Σ) is isomorphic to the automorphism group Out(F 2 ) ∼ = GL(2, Z). The tree T corresponds to the pants complex of Σ.
6.1. The fundamental group. Let Σ be a one-holed torus. For any basepoint x 0 ∈ Σ, the fundamental group π 1 (Σ, x 0 ) is isomorphic to F 2 . Changing the basepoint amonts to apply inner automorphisms of F 2 , and free homotopy classes of based curves correspond to conjugacy classes in F 2 .
Choose an oriented nonseparating curve A on Σ starting at x 0 . Choose another oriented simple closed curve B intersecting A once at x 0 , such that the intersection is transverse. Then the complement Σ \ A compactifies to a three-holed sphere Σ with a quotient map
identifying two boundary components ∂ + (Σ ) and ∂ − (Σ ) of Σ to the original curve A. Choose respective points x ± ∈ ∂ ± (Σ ) such that f (x + ) = f (x − ). The preimage f −1 (B) is an arc in Σ joining x − to x + which identifies to a simple closed curve B which intersects A in a basepoint
Their based homotopy classes define a basis for the fundamental group π 1 (Σ, x 0 ), and, in particular, are primitives. Furthermore the boundary of Σ is the image of a based loop corresponding to the commutator [A, B] ∈ π 1 (Σ, x 0 ). Enlarging the presentation by including two new generators C, K is useful. Namely, let C correspond to a simple loop such that ABC = 1 in π 1 (Σ, x 0 ) to obtain a basic triple. Let K correspond to a simple loop freely homotopic to ∂Σ. Then the fundamental group admits the following presentation:
with (A, B, C) the corresponding basic triple. Nielsen [3] proved that, for any basis (A , B ) of π 1 (Σ, x 0 ), the commutator [A , B ] is conjugate to either [A, B] or [A, B] −1 . Topologically, this means that every self-homotopy equivalence of Σ is homotopic to a homeomorphism. Moreover, the mapping class group Mod(Σ) of Σ identifies with Out(F 2 ) ∼ = GL(2, Z).
Primitives and curve classes. Let S
+ denote the set of free isotopy classes of oriented nonseparating curves. If A is a separating curve, applying the classification of surfaces to the complement Σ \ A implies that A φ(A) for some self-homeomorphism φ of Σ. Representing A by a based loop determines an element of F 2 , which is also primitive, and well-defined up to conjugacy, that is, the action of Inn(F 2 ). The resulting map
is an isomorphism, and Thus Mod(Σ) acts transitively on S + . Now we consider unoriented nonseparating curves. Changing the orientation of a based loop corresponds to inverting its based homotopy class in π 1 (Σ, x 0 ). Since the elliptic involution e A,B inverts A, the quotient Prim/Inn e (F 2 ) corresponds to the set S of free isotopy classes of unoriented nonseparating curves.
Abelianization A topologically corresponds to the map
Another remarkable property of Σ 1,1 is that two oriented nonseparating curves on Σ 1,1 are homologous if and only if they are freely isotopic. This implies the fact (already mentioned in §5.3.1) that the natural map Prim(
Hence, taking homology classes determines an isomorphism
Combining this with the discussion in §5.3.1, gives an isomorphism:
Topological superbases. Geometric intersection number defines a map
which, in the case of the one-holed torus Σ corresponds to just the absolute value of the determinant. Namely if A i ∈ S corresponds to equivalence classes ±(p i , q i ) of coprime pairs for i = 1, 2, then
In particular Farey neighbors correspond to curve classes which have geometric intersection number 1. Similarly, superbases admit a topological interpretation. Since each two-element subset of an unordered basic triple is a basis of F 2 , each element of a superbasis is a primitive element of F 2 . As in §6.1, primitive elements correspond to noseparating simple closed curves on Σ. Thus each element of a superbasis corresponds to a curve class, that is, an isotopy class of an unoriented nonseparating simple closed curve. A triple of curve classes 
Hyperbolic one-holed tori
This section treats the geometry of a hyperbolic surface Σ ≈ Σ 1,1 . That is, Σ = H 2 /Γ 0 where Γ 0 ⊂ SO(2, 1) is a Fuchsian group freely generated by ρ 0 (A) and ρ 0 (B). The basis (A, B) of π 1 (Σ, x 0 ) ∼ = F 2 corresponds to a marking of Σ. Primitives in F 2 correspond to nonseparating closed geodesics on Σ. The elliptic involution e A,B defines an isometric involution on Σ, with quotient orbifold a disc with three order two branch points. This corresponds to extending Γ 0 to the Coxeter group Γ e 0 generated by inversions ρ
We show how the basis (A, B) of π 1 (Σ) ∼ = F 2 determines an ideal triangulation of Σ. This procedure constructs a fundamental domain for Γ 0 acting on its Nielsen convex region, which is an ideal quadrilateral Q. Furthermore this ideal quadrilateral is the union of two ideal triangles, having a common side which is a diagonal of Q.
Other bases of π 1 (Σ, x 0 ) ∼ = F 2 determine other ideal triangulations, related by elementary moves on a the generators of the Coxeter group 1 and let (A, B) be a fixed basis for π 1 (Σ, x 0 ) ∼ = F 2 . As in §5.6, the representation ρ 0 extends to a representation of the double extension F e 2 ⊃ F 2 , where F e 2 is the Coxeter group freely generated by involutions ι 0 , ι 1 , ι 2 and A = ι 2 ι 0 , B = ι 0 ι 1 , C = ι 1 ι 2 is a basic triple. Let t i denote the future-pointing unit timelike vector fixed by ι i for i = 0, 1, 2, so that t i = Fix(ι i ) ∈ H 2 . Since the involutions preserve orientation, ρ 0 (A), ρ 0 (B), ρ 0 (C) preserve orientation and are transvections, and any pair of these transvections form a basis. Furthermore, ι 0 inverts ρ 0 (A), so t 0 ∈ Axis ρ 0 (A) , and similarly for B. Similar arguments for ι 1 and ι 2 imply:
Furthermore, the Coxeter extension provides a canonical square root for the boundary generator K:
Since ρ 0 is the holonomy of a complete hyperbolic structure on Σ 1,1 , the boundary holonomy ρ 0 (K) is either parabolic or hyperbolic. Since the ρ 0 (ι i ) preserve orientation, the square root ρ 0 (ι 2 ι 1 ι 0 ) is either parabolic or hyperbolic as well. Now we construct a pointed ideal triangle whose edges contain the respective fixed points t i = Fix(ι i ) for i = 0, 1, 2: Since ι 0 ι 1 ι 2 is not elliptic, choose a point s 0 := n × ι 0 n; s 1 := ι 0 n × ι 1 ι 0 n;
define the three sides of an ideal triangle ∆. The respective endpoints of these sides are:
and these sides contain t 0 , t 1 , t 2 respectively. We call the sequence
a fixed point cycle. (See Figure 3. ) To obtain the fundamental quadrilateral, pivot ∆ around t 0 , that is, apply the the inversion ι 0 to ∆, obtaining an ideal triangle ι 0 ∆. The vertices of ι 0 ∆ form the fixed point cycle
is an ideal quadrilateral which forms a fundamental domain for Γ 0 , which can viewed in Figure 2 .
The complement Q c is the disjoint union of four halfplanes h
whose boundaries are the respective sides of Q:
• The side ∂h − A contains ι 0 t 2 and has endpoints ι 0 ι 2 n and ι 0 n; • The side ∂h − B contains t 1 and has endpoints ι 0 n and ι 2 n; • The side ∂h + A contains t 2 and has endpoints ι 2 n and n; • The side ∂h 
and the attracting/repelling fixed points satisfy: 
The diagonal with endpoints {[n], ι 0 [n]} divides Q into two pointed ideal triangles:
The other diagonal of Q has endpoints {ι 2 [n], ι 0 ι 2 [n]} and divides Q into pointed ideal triangles:
(Compare Figures 3,4 where the flipping corresponds to a clockwise 90
The new pointed ideal triangles determine a new ideal triangulation, as well as a new superbasis. Namely the involution generators transform as follows:
and the superbasis transforms:
Crooked ideal triangles
This section introduces crooked ideal triangles, from which we build fundamental polyhedra for proper affine deformations. This is completely analogous to the the decomposition of hyperbolic surfaces into ideal triangles in H 2 . Crooked ideal triangles are polyhedra bounded by crooked planes, which play a crucial role in this paper. For the definition and theory of crooked planes, see [2, 9, 10, 11, 19] . Crooked planes were first introduced in [16] .
Crooked ideal triangles linearize to ideal triangles in H 2 . To every ideal triangle ∆ ⊂ H 2 and a point p ∈ E, is a unique minimal crooked ideal triangle bounded by crooked planes with vertex p which linearizes to ∆. We prove a structure theorem that every crooked ideal triangle is a union of a unique minimal crooked ideal triangle and three parallel crooked slabs.
Ideal triangles and crooked ideal triangles.
Definition. A crooked ideal triangle is a region with boundary T bounded by three crooked planes and exterior to three disjoint open halfspaces H 0 , H 1 , H 2 whose directing vectors s 0 , s 1 , s 2 ∈ V correspond to the sides of an ideal triangle ∆ ⊂ H 2 .
Call ∆ the linearization of T , and denote it ∆ := L(T ).
Conversely, call T an affine deformation of ∆. The three crooked planes ∂H i are the faces of T . An affine deformation of an ideal triangle ∆ is described up to translational conjugacy by a triple of vectors (called the vertex triple and denoted (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 )) parallel to the respective stems.
Definition. A crooked ideal triangle
is nondegenerate if the closures of the three crooked halfspaces H 0 , H 1 , H 2 are pairwise disjoint.
A nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle is a 3-dimensional PL manifoldwith-boundary. Its boundary consists of three crooked planes. Furthermore these three crooked planes are disjoint and pairwise asymptotic. Conversely, three disjoint pairwise asymptotic crooked planes bound a unique nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle.
To each nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle, we associate a degenerate crooked ideal triangle where the faces share a common vertex:
Definition. A crooked ideal triangle T is minimal if its three faces share a common vertex.
Minimal crooked ideal triangles clearly are determined by the pairs (O, ∆) where O ∈ E is the common vertex and the ideal triangle ∆ is its linearization: Consider an ideal triangle ∆ ⊂ H
2 and a point O ∈ E. Define the corresponding minimal crooked ideal triangle T (∆, O) as: Theorem 8.2.1 derives from the theory of crooked halfspaces, of which a detailed description may be found in [2] .
8.2.1. From minimal to nondegenerate. Start with a minimal crooked ideal triangle. To each crooked plane lying on the boundary, attach three parallel crooked slabs, defined as the regions between two parallel crooked planes, that is, two crooked planes differing only by translation.
Let s be a unit spacelike vector determining a halfplane in H
where s is a unit spacelike vector and p 2 − p 1 ∈ V(s).
Choose consistently oriented unit-spacelike vectors s 0 , s 1 , s 2 corresponding to the sides of an ideal triangle and an origin O ∈ E. Then the open crooked halfspaces H(s i , O) are mutually disjoint and asymptotic. The complement of their union
is a minimal crooked ideal triangle. The general crooked ideal triangle is the complement
where the
It decomposes as a union of the minimal crooked ideal triangle with three parallel crooked slabs attached along the faces:
Call T (∆, O) a minimal crooked ideal subtriangle. We show that every nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle arises in this way ( §8.2.2), and this decomposition is unique ( §8.2.3) .
8.2.2.
Existence of a minimal crooked ideal subtriangle. Say that three linear planes P 0 , P 1 , P 2 ⊂ V are in general position if and only if P 0 ∩ P 1 ∩ P 2 = 0. Equivalently, three planes are in general position if they are respectively defined by three linearly independent covectors. Lemma 8.2.2. Let P 0 , P 1 , P 2 ⊂ V be planes in general position. Let (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ E 3 be a triple of points. Then
for a unique p ∈ E and unique q 0 ∈ P 0 , q 1 ∈ P 1 , q 2 ∈ P 2 .
The vertex triple (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) is said to be normalized with respect to the three planes P 0 , P 1 , P 2 and the point p.
Proof. Choose an arbitrary origin O ∈ E to identify E with the vector space V. Then we identify triples (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ E 3 with a triples (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ ∈ V 3 . Given this choice of O we show
The map
is a linear map between two 9-dimensional vector spaces, with kernel defined by:
Thus the linear map is injective, and hence an isomorphism. Proof. Let T denote a crooked ideal triangle, ∆ = L(T ), is its linearization and (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 ) the triple of unit-spacelike vectors describing the sides of ∆. The vertex triple is written (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ), so that T equals the complement
Apply Lemma 8.2.2 to the stem-planes P i := s ⊥ i to normalize the vertex triple: by finding a point p ∈ E such that p i − p lies in the stem-plane s ⊥ i . Since the halfspaces H(s i , p i ) are pairwise disjoint, the vectors p i − p must lie in V(s i ) by Theorem 6.2 of [2] . In particular T contains the minimal crooked ideal triangle T (∆, p) as desired.
8.2.3. Uniqueness of the minimal crooked ideal subtriangle. Now we show that the decomposition (11) of a crooked ideal triangle T into a minimal crooked ideal triangle and three parallel crooked slabs is unique.
First, note that when one crooked ideal triangle lies inside another, they have the same linearization.
Proof. Let H i , H i be the halfspaces complementary to T , T respectively. Then, by hypothesis,
Denote the linearizations L(T ), L(T ) by ∆, ∆ respectively. The sides of ∆ (respectively ∆ ) are ∂h i (respectively ∂h i ), using the notation of §8.1. By (12), each side ∂h i of ∆ is an ideal interval contained in the side ∂h i of ∆. As each of these triples of sides partition ∂H 2 , this implies that ∆ = ∆ as claimed.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 8.2.1. Let T be a crooked ideal triangle with linearization ∆. It remains to show that the decomposition (11) is unique. Suppose that T (∆, O) and T (∆ , O ) are minimal crooked ideal triangles contained in T ; we must show that
Lemma 8.2.4 implies ∆ = ∆, so it remains to show that the centers coincide: O = O. This follows from the construction in Lemma 8.2.2. Observe that the sides of ∆ determine the stem-planes P i = s ⊥ i , and the vertex triple (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) of T satisfies 
The group SO(2, 1) acts simply transitively on ideal triangles (since it acts simply transitively on such bases).
Fix an ideal triangle ∆ as above. An origin O ∈ E determines a minimal crooked ideal triangle T (∆, O) by (9) . An affine deformation of ∆ is now determined by a vertex triple (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) ⊂ E 3 , given by (10) . By normalizing the vertex triple we find an origin such that
The vertex triple determines a triple of vectors
by: (13) that is, u 
The Isom + (E)-equivalence classes form a moduli space V(s 0 ) × V(s 1 ) × V(s 2 ) parametrized by triples q ∈ V 3 satisfying (13). This moduli space is an open orthant in R 6 , with coordinates
+ . Its quotient by homotheties R + consists of Sim + (E)-equivalence classes, and identifies with a 5-simplex in the double cover of projective 5-space. The discrete Coxeter group Γ e 0 admits an ideal triangle as a fundamental polygon. Similarly, its proper affine deformation Γ e may admit a crooked ideal triangle as a fundamental polyhedra. Now we describe these Coxeter groups, their fundamental polygons and their affine deformations. In particular, Lemma 9.1.1 computes the Margulis-invariant parameters for these affine deformations. These relate to the parameters in the deformation space of crooked ideal triangles in a crooked fundamental domain, as descrbed in the previous section. [16, 17, 18] (and also [11] ), the affine deformation Γ e acts properly on E with crooked fundamental polyhedron T . Affine isometry classes of these structures form a convex set parametrized by triples
The compositionsι jιj+1 for j = 0, 1, 2 (mod 3), are hyperbolic affine isometries (affine boosts): 
since p i ∈ t i is fixed byι i . Apply (2) toι 2 by noting that the involution fixes the line through p 2 parallel to t 2 (set v = p 0 − p 2 and u = t 2 ):
Axis ρ(C) ∩ Axis ρ(A) = {t 2 } whence t 2 ∈ Axis ρ(A) implies that t 2 · a = 0. Thus:
as desired. The cases α ρ(B) and α ρ(C) are completely analogous.
9.2. Affine deformations of ideal triangle Coxeter groups. We have seen how to pass from an ideal triangle fundamental domain for the action of the Coxeter group to a fundamental quadrilateral of a oneholed torus group. To begin the investigation of affine deformations of these groups, start again with Coxeter groups and ideal triangles.
The vertices of the ideal triangle ∆ correspond to fixed points of commutators of basic pairs in F 2 as follows.
where n is defined as in §7.1. Define affine deformations T of the ideal triangle ∆ ⊂ H 2 , which depend on a choice of a vertex triple (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ E 3 for a crooked ideal triangle T as in §8.
9.2.1. Choosing a vertex triple. For the above ideal triangle ∆, consider the three stem-planes
Since n, ι 2 n, ι 0 n base V, these three stem-planes are mutually transverse. The translational semigroups
of the respective crooked halfspaces (as in [2] ) are quadrants:
Apply Lemma 8.2.2 to choose an origin O ∈ E, and vectors q 0 , q 1 , q 2 normalizing the vertex triple p i = O + q i :
The vertex triple (p 1 , p 2 , p 0 ) defines three crooked halfspaces
where q i is the unit spacelike vector corresponding to the halfplane h i ⊂ H 2 .
Lemma 9.2.1. When all the coefficients u
Proof. Apply the disjointness criterion [2, 9, 19] The crooked ideal triangle T is by definition the intersection of the complements, or equivalently, (16) . Then
where
Proof. Restate Lemma 9.1.1 as: For example:
The other two summands simplify similarly. Invoking the definitions (18) , apply (19) to conclude the proof.
Proof. We prove that
has rank one; M 2 and M 0 are handled similarly. Since ι 0 n is not incident to Axis(B), the inner product b·ι 0 n = 0. Hence M 1 is nonzero, and its rank is positive. Thus it suffices to show that the 2×2 submatrix
has determinant zero. By (1), this determinant equals
which vanishes when the Lorentzian cross-product b × c is orthogonal to ι 0 n × ι 2 n. Now b × c is a multiple of the timelike vector t 1 which represents Axis(B) ∩ Axis(C). The Lorentzian cross-product ι 0 n × ι 2 n is a spacelike vector representing the geodesic having endpoints ι 0 n and ι 2 n. Since this geodesic contains t 1 , the vectors b × c and ι 0 n × ι 2 n are orthogonal, and
Thus the 2 × 2 submatrix of M 1 is singular, and the rank of M 1 equals 1, as desired. 9.3. Tiles and corners. The vector space H 1 (F 2 , V) parametrizes equivalence classes of affine deformations of Γ 0 . As in §5.5.2, this vector space has dimension 3, and its sphere of directions SH 1 (F 2 , V) has dimension 2. Because of scale-invariance, it suffices to consider this 2-dimensional parameter space, and we regard the corresponding deformation spaces as subsets of SH 1 (F 2 , V). In particular we view the tiles (which were introduced as 3-dimensional simplicial ones) as triangular regions in SH 1 (F 2 , V). We view their edges (introduced as 2-dimensional quadrants) as line segments in SH 1 (F 2 , V). The superbasis defined by (A, B, C) explicitly determines the isomorphism: 
Proposition 9.2.2 describes the space of affine deformations arising from nondegenerate crooked ideal triangles by the open 6-dimensional orthant
As above, affine deformations of the index two subgroup Γ 0 ⊂ Γ e 0 are parametrized by the vector space
is the ray
Proposition 9.2.2 implies that the convex hull
parametrizes the affine deformations arising from a nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle as in §9.
These affine deformations are all proper. The affine deformations of Γ e 0 admit a nondegenerate crooked ideal triangle T as a fundamental domain. The affine deformations of Γ 0 admit a fundamental domain T ∪ι 0 (T ), and are therefore proper. This deformation space T ⊂ H 1 (F 2 , V) is the tile referred to in Section 5.4, and parametrizes a set of proper affine deformations. The tile is defined by its three corners C 0 . C 1 , and C 2 . and the boundary is composed of its three edges:
where each pair of edges meet at a corner of the tile.
Affine deformations corresponding to corners are never proper since their Margulis invariants vanish:
α(B) = 0 for affine deformations in C 2 ; α(C) = 0 for affine deformations in C 0 .
However the edges parametrize proper affine deformations, which admit crooked fundamental domains which are crooked ideal quadrilaterals, unions of two degenerate crooked ideal triangles along a common face.
9.4. Living on the edge. The crooked fundamental domains for the Coxeter extension constructed from the ideal triangle T degenerate for parameter values on the edges. The corresponding affine deformations admit crooked fundamental domains consisting of two degenerate crooked ideal triangles. These crooked fundamental domains are modeled on an ideal quadrilateral Q decomposed into two adjacent ideal triangles in H 2 . The construction of the tiles arose from ideal triangular domains of the Coxeter group. To show that the interior of the edges also correspond to proper deformations, we need crooked fundamental domains modeled on quadrilaterals.
9.4.1. Crooked ideal quadrilaterals. The crooked ideal triangle T is bounded by three crooked planes ∂H i where H i := H(s i , p i ), for i = 0, 1, 2. Its reflected imageι 0 (T ) shares the face ∂H 0 with T . Its other two faces areι 0 (∂H 1 ) andι 0 (∂H 2 ). When the affine deformation approaches an edge, the crooked ideal triangle T becomes degenerate, and the face ∂H 0 meets the other two faces ∂H 1 , ∂H 2 of T .
However, the face ∂H 0 shields the reflected facesι 0 (∂H 1 ),ι 0 (∂H 2 ) of ι 0 (T ) from the faces ∂H 1 , ∂H 2 of T . Since its faces are not disjoint, the degenerate crooked ideal triangle T is not a fundamental domain for Γ e . However, the union T ∪ι 0 (T ) is a crooked fundamental domain for Γ, modeled on the ideal quadrilateral
This crooked fundamental domain is a crooked ideal quadrilateral, having faces 
and the two hinges of ∂H 0 are the photons R ι 0 n and R n . While ∂H 2 and ∂H 1 remain disjoint, the stem of ∂H 2 meets the hinge R n of ∂H 0 in the past-pointing ray
and the stem of ∂H 1 meets the hinge R ι 0 n of ∂H 0 in the futurepointing ray (u
Similarly, the images of ∂H 1 and ∂H 2 underι 0 are disjoint from each other, and disjoint from ∂H 1 and ∂H 2 respectively. Namely,
and the stem of ι 0 ∂H 2 meets the hinge R n of ∂H 0 in the futurepointing ray (u
and the stem of ∂H 1 meets the hinge R ι 0 n of ∂H 0 in the past-pointing ray
This produces the desired crooked fundamental ideal quadrilateral. This procedure yields crooked fundamental ideal quadrilaterals for deformations parametrized by points on the edge E 0 . Deformations parametrized by points on E 1 , E 2 are completely analogous. Suppose given a deformation of ρ 0 whose derivative is a given cocycle which is the translational part of an proper affine deformation ρ. Then the derivative of the geodesic length function A equals the Margulis invariant α A (as in Goldman-Margulis [25] . Differentiating the basic trace identity (as in Charette-Drumm-Goldman 
Proper affine deformations
So far we have described two types of proper affine deformations with crooked ideal polyhedra as fundamental domains. The tiles correspond to proper affine deformations of Coxeter groups having a crooked ideal triangle as fundamental domain. The edges correspond to affine structures having a crooked ideal quadrilateral built out of two adjacent crooked ideal triangles (which are degenerate). Say that an affine deformation is geometrically tame if is of one of these two types. In this section we use the picture we have developed to show that every proper affine deformation is geometrically tame in this sense. A proper representation ρ of Γ 0 extends to a representation of Γ generated by the affine involutions (ι 0 ,ι 1 ,ι 2 ) defined by (14) . From the set of affine involutions, a tile was in SH 1 (F 2 , V) was constructed. Thus, the superbasis b ∈ B(F 2 ) corresponds to a tile in the deformation space
where SH 1 (F 2 , V) is the sphere of directions as defined in §4.6.1. Adjacent tiles meet along a common edge, and correspond to neighboring superbases. Recall that two superbases are adjacent if they contain a common basis, and that an unoriented basis extends to exactly two superbases. Thus, every edge bounds exactly two tiles. The graph whose 0-simplices correspond to superbases and whose 1-simplices correspond to unoriented bases is the trivalent tree dual to the curve complex of Σ. This is the pants complex of Σ. Proof. Since Tame ⊂ Proper, it remains to show Proper ⊂ Tame.
We first show that Tame is convex by induction, representing Tame as the increasing union of a sequence of convex domains Tame n . Choose an initial superbasis b 0 and define . This is a hexagon, and each side of its boundary ∂Tame 1 lies inside the halfspaces bounded by α(X) ≥ 0 for some primitive element X an element of the basis. Since each angle of this 6-gon is less than π, this 6-gon is convex. Inductively define Tame n as follows. ∂Tame n consists of 3 · 2 n edges. Each edge of ∂Tame n is the edge of a triangle Thus all of the (3 · 2 n+1 )-gons Tame n+1 lie between the α(X) = 0 lines which touches its endpoints, so all of the angles of Tame n+1 must be less than π
The infinite union Tame is also convex, since it is an increasing union of sharp convex domains. To show this, for any p 1 , p 2 ∈ U there must be some Tame n containing these two points. Since each Tame n is convex, their union Tame is convex.
Finally, every p ∈ Proper is also in U : Assume otherwise, that is, that some p ∈ Proper \ Tame. However, because Tame is convex, some line L through p does not intersect Tame. Moreover, one of the halfplanes with boundary L does not meet Tame, but does meet ∂Proper. This subset of ∂Proper must contain at least parts of two different segments Figure 5 . Tiling of the convex body of proper affine deformations of a hyperbolic one-holed tori. The complete lines outside the convex body are the lines defined by the covectors α(W ), where W ranges over nonseparating curves of ∂Tame. Between any two segments of ∂Tame there must be an entire segment of ∂Tame, so there must be an entire segment of Tame which lies in the complement of the closure of Tame. This is a contradiction, as every segment of Tame contains some vertex of some triangle in Tame.
